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Identifier

Title of form

94

Szakértő kirendelésére irányuló kérelem

94

Request for the secondment of an expert

95

Szabálysértéssel okozott kár értékének megállapításához szakértő kirendelésére
irányuló kérelem

95

Request for the secondment of an expert to determine the value of damage
caused by a breach

96

Újabb szakértő kirendelésére irányuló kérelem

96

Request for the secondment of another expert

This information is effective as of 1 January, 2018

Information
This page contains information related to the secondment of an expert, the appointment of
experts to estimate the value of the damage caused by the breach and the request for the
secondment of a new expert.
Legislation related to the procedure:
Act II. of 2012 on Misdemeanours, the Misdemeanour Procedure and the Misdemeanour
registry system
Procedural order
Submission of an application for the secondment of an expert
If special expertise is required to establish or assess evidence that is relevant to the
commission of a breach, the offence authority dealing with the offence may order an expert
upon request. If the secondment of the expert is initiated by the defendant or by the plaintiff
and he anticipates the expert’s expected expenses, the appointment of the expert is mandatory.
If the existing expert opinion is incomplete or contradictions cannot be solved, the
secondment of another expert may also be requested.
The request for secondment of the expert (hereinafter referred to as "the application") shall be
sent to the authority acting on the case. The relevant authority shall make a decision having
evaluated the application.
Electronic attachments may accompany the application.

Receipt of the application
Applications and attachments submitted electronically through the client gateway are
forwarded to the document management system of the Police via the central electronic service
system . The client receives notification thereof from the central electronic service system.
The application and its attachments automatically reach the authority that they are addressed
to via the document management system of the Police and the applicant receives an automatic
notification of the fact. Lack of an automatic notification from the document management
system of the Police means that the application and its attachments have not reached the
relevant authority. In that case it is suggested that the applicant contact the relevant authority
by telephone.
Processing the application
If the appointment of the expert is justified or mandatory under the law, the relevant authority
examining the application shall decide on the appointment of the expert. If, on the basis of the
request, the secondment of the expert is not justified, the request shall be rejected by the
relevant shall be issued and forwarded to the client gateway storage space of the applicant. No
personal appearance is usually required when considering the application.
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